Butterflies (Collins New Naturalist)

The aim of this series is to interest the general reader in the wildlife of Britain by recapturing
the enquiring spirit of the old naturalists, encouraging unusual and original developments of
forgotten or neglected facets of British natural history. Collins are delighted to announce the
republication in facsimile form of the first editions of the very first volumes in the New
Naturalist Library. Originally planned in the darkest days of World War II and first published
in 1945, this series is the longest running nature series in the world. It is a reflection of the
quality of the authors and the books they wrote, that they are still sought after 73 years later.
The books will be identical in every way to the original first editions, including the iconic
jackets by Clifford and Rosemary Ellis. Dr Ford, the author of this fascinating volume on
butterflies, was an enthusiastic butterfly collector in his youth. He was not only a professional
biologist of great distinction but also brought his wide knowledge of genetics and evolution to
bear on the problems arising out of his collecting.Thus he was able to see butterflies both as an
absorbing hobby and as part of the great panorama of biology. The resultant book is an
outstanding contribution to Natural History in the best sense of the term. Natural History is not
something inferior to science -- it is part of science, inviting an approach by way of field
study. While, therefore, Dr Fords book contains a somewhat higher proportion of scientific
history and technical ideas than most books on Natural History, this for the great majority of
amateurs will be a stimulus rather than an obstacle, and throughout the author has kept in mind
the needs of butterfly collectors and of all those who love the country in the hope that it may
increase their pleasure by widening the scope of their interests.
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A scientific study that keeps in mind the needs of butterfly collectors and of all those who love
This edition is produced from an original copy by William Collins. A scientific study that
keeps in mind the needs of butterfly collectors and of all those who love the country in the
hope that it may increase their pleasure. Butterflies (Collins New Naturalist Library) on
tryingtostartafire.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Butterflies (Collins New
Naturalist Series) [by Edmund Brisco Ford] on Amazon. com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.
Buy Butterflies (Collins New Naturalist) on tryingtostartafire.com ? FREE SHIPPING on
qualified orders. Butterflies has 6 ratings and 1 review. Start by marking â€œButterflies (New
Naturalist, #1)â€• as Want to Read: Published by Collins (first published ). Bloomsbury
edition. First published by Collins in Original cream boards. The dust jacket is faded at the
spine. Otherwise very good. Clean and tight.
Collins New Naturalist Series has 2 ratings and 0 reviews. / / Butterflies / Engels / English /
Anglais / Englisch / hard cover / dust jack. The New Naturalist Series is a collection of books
published by Collins in the UK that focuses on natural The first book to appear was Butterflies
by E.B. Ford. Records 1 - 10 of Ford, E.B. Butterflies. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Collins. tryingtostartafire.com, with colour and b/w. photos. 8vo. Name to ffep. Foxing to.
The New Naturalist Library is a series of books published by Collins in the United Kingdom,
on The first volume to appear was E.B. Ford's Butterflies in The authors of this series are
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usually eminent experts, often professional scientists.
For 60 years the New Naturalist books have undertaken an unrivalled History, a lead title in a
mould-breaking new series from William Collins. . what is now one of Britain's rarest
butterflies: I once captured numbers of the. Products 1 - 32 of 32 Collins Book Of Butterflies
found in: Butterflies (Collins New Naturalist Library, Book 1), Butterflies (Collins Gem New
edition), Collins. TITLE:THE NEW NATURALIST BUTTERFLIES. AUTHOR:Ford, E B.
The dust jacket is missing. Dust jacket is absent unless otherwise stated. ACCEPTABLE.
Part of our series of great book cover designs, the Collins New Naturalist series is the Moths
(Collins New Naturalist Library, Volume 90) Butterfly Painting.
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A book title is Butterflies (Collins New Naturalist). We found a ebook in the internet 3
minutes ago, at October 31 2018. any file downloads on tryingtostartafire.com are eligible for
everyone who want. No permission needed to grad a file, just press download, and a copy of
the ebook is be yours. Click download or read now, and Butterflies (Collins New Naturalist)
can you read on your computer.
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